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Female academic internal medicine physicians reported lower pay than their male counterparts across the board. Those differences were widest among specialties with the highest remuneration and lowest ...
Salary, representation gaps persist for women teaching internal medicine
Some UND space studies professors have their own opinions on the objects, mostly on what they might not be. But they agree that further scrutiny is needed to understand what the military have come to ...
Satellites from the mothership? UND professors say UFOs that buzzed US warship need more study
ISG (Nasdaq: III) has launched a research study examining providers of intelligent automation solutions and services as AI adoption is growing.
ISG to Publish Study on Intelligent Automation Providers
A few of the majors at Virginia Tech have a dedicated study lounge on campus. These areas are often where teaching assistants (TAs) will gather to offer help with studying and also provide space ...
Hello Hokies: A guide to on-campus study spaces
A new study found smoother silicone breast implants ... cells that lead to scarring and fibrous tissue. Joshua Doloff, PhD, assistant professor of biomedical engineering at The Johns Hopkins ...
Smoother Silicone Breast Implants Lessen Intensity Of Inflammation And Immune System Reactions
“Our aim is to provide patients with as much information as possible so they can make informed decisions to guide their own personal health, said Joshua Doloff, study author and assistant professor ..
Breast Implants: Is There an Ideal Smoothness to Prevent Immune Reactions?
Poet Jenari Mitchell, a D.C. native, describes her upbringing and her worries in poems that reach audiences across the world thanks to social media.
In Her Poetry, Jenari Mitchell Isn’t Only Telling Her Story
The study of politics ... fellows and graduate teaching assistants who are usually doctoral research students. You can view indicative details for the teacher responsible for each course in the ...
BSc Philosophy, Politics and Economics
In a semester when the world still felt hemmed in by the virtual nature of most interactions, Krieger School faculty and teaching assistants had to draw on ... who stepped in to guide Lurtz and her ...
Embrace the change
To provide medical schools with a more systematic, uniform approach to teaching these topics in their ... Building off the AAMC's comprehensive resource guide, medical education leaders at Boston ...
New curriculum assessment tool can efficiently assess incorporation of SGM core competencies
where he’s currently an assistant coach at Heathwood Hall Episcopal School. Now he’s added authorship to his resume. On March 16, Parker released his new book “The Guide: How to Win the Game ...
Former Booker T. Washington star Juwan Parker shows student-athletes the importance of academics in new book ‘The Guide’
The Unexplainable newsletter guides you through the most fascinating ... the lead author of the 2010 study and an assistant professor at Loyola University in Chicago. Milanovich spoke in the ...
Salamanders have a secret to surviving climate change
It’s called the Brooksdale Environmental Centre, and Humphrey, 6-foot-3 with a broad smile, was its assistant director ... Valley and moved to the coast to study at Christopher Newport ...
For some evangelical Christians, climate action is a God-given mandate
"Our aim is to provide patients with as much information as possible so they can make informed decisions to guide their own personal health," says Joshua Doloff, Ph.D., assistant professor of ...
Smoother silicone breast implants may reduce severity of immune system reactions
(April 23, 2018) -- A new study by Murtuza Jadliwala, assistant professor of computer science at The ... A WellYOU Lecture Series: Don’t Pull Your Hair Out: A parent’s guide to adolescence and the ...
New UTSA study shows wearable technology also contributes to distracted driving
"Our aim is to provide patients with as much information as possible so they can make informed decisions to guide their own personal health," says Joshua Doloff, Ph.D., assistant professor of ...
Smoother silicone breast implants can reduce inflammation and other immune system reactions
Bonnie Meszaros, assistant professor of economics and associate Director ... reviewing online practice tests, study guides, and video reviews. I sincerely hope that the experience and knowledge they ...
Delaware Personal Finance Challenge
To start learning and building it and that's everything from teaching kids to code with the ... of Sheffield and went on to work as a Project Assistant for ASTUTE 2020. On deciding why she chose to ...
Wall of Women to help inspire more girls to study engineering
A small stipend as a teaching assistant supported him ... book on Egyptology from the library at the Institute for Advanced Study, in Princeton, and discovered that the only other people to ...
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